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2 E. Battaner: The fractal octahedron network of the large scale structure
Fig. 1. 7 small octahedra inside a large octahedron when the size ratio is 3
Table 1.





















The fractal dimension would be 1.77, 2, 2.13, 2.21, : : : (!3 for n!1) not considering
mass distributions, but rather lengths of laments (smaller laments contain smaller mass
objects, Lindner et al., 1996). The values of the fractal dimension are similar to those
obtained by other authors (see Einasto et al. 1997 and references therein).
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For n=3, we obtain a fractal dimension of 2, which is precisely the value suggested by
observations (Pietronero et al., 1996; Sylos Labini et al., 1998) but values given in the
above list are all compatible with our network.
Lindner et al (1996) considered the range over which lamentary structures exist,
from the observational point of view. Following the magnetic interpretation assumed
here, the lower limit corresponds to the smaller scale below which primordial magnetic
elds were destroyed in the radiation-dominated era by dierent mechanisms, mainly
Silk damping (Silk, 1968; Jedamzik, Katalinic and Olinto, 1996) and magnetic diusion
(Lesch and Birk, 1998). Super horizon scale magnetic elds during this epoch, today of
the order of 10 Mpc, were unaected by these processes and this horizon scale should
be identied with the lower limit, below which the fractal geometry is lost. The upper
limit should be greater than the typical distance of the deepest surveys, about 100 Mpc.
Therefore the distance range is relatively short, 10-100 Mpc. In the best case with a size
ratio equal to 3, there would only be octahedra, sub-octahedra and sub-sub-octahedra,
nothing more. Even the lowest size octahedra would probably be unrecognizable. We also
conclude that n  2. This situation is similar to that depicted by Lindner et al (1996).
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